
Occupied Paris



1: Before the Occupation



‘Civil Defence’

‘Traumatic earliness’





On 2 February 1939 city workers started digging trenches in 
squares and parks to be used of bomb shelters; on10 March 

the city started to distribute gas masks to all residents, and in 
19 March signs were posted directing civilians to the nearest 

air-raid shelter (‘abri’ or ‘refuge’)



On 31 August 1939 a blackout 
was imposed

Camouflage des lumières dans les rues de 
Paris. Paris, 1 septembre 1939

‘The city made strange, 
even threatening…’



On 28 August 1939, 
the Mona Lisa was 
removed from the 
Louvre and on 3 
September it was 

decided to remove 
all the most 

precious works of 
art by the end of 

the day.

Packers from 
department stores 
were called in to 

help, and sculptures, 
objets d’art and 
3,690 paintings 
were sent in 37 

convoys to secret 
locations in 

châteaux in the 
Loire alley and 

beyond.

The Louvre





The Louvre stripped bare



L’Éxode: Almost four million people fled Paris in May and early June 1940



‘The desert of the streets, and the dead 
squares at night. Paris [after the grand 
exodus] is like… a city become too large 
for those who live there. They walk along 
under the funereal streetlights covered 
in blue paper, which give no more light 
than the candlelight of my childhood. 
Steps sound as if they are coming from 
empty rooms where it seems that no 
one will ever live again. Everything is too 
big; frightening, bluish, dark, and the 
shadows of men are lost as if they were 
in the deepest of forests.’

Edith Thomas 8 May 1940



‘While one [affluent] side of the city was quietly closing its shutters, locking its doors, emptying 
its safe-deposit boxes, and heading south out of town, the other was living daily in the 

expectation that everything would work out.’ 
Ronald Rosbottom



Gare Montparnasse

‘In the entrance hall [to 
the Gare Montparnasse], 
designed to allow for the 
coming and going of 
10,000 people, there 
were 50,000. On the 
central reservation 
providing access to the 
platforms which was built 
for 20,000 people there 
were 100,000. How to 
describe this delirious 
multitude?’

Gabriel Danjou



Gare Montparnasse

‘In the middle of a chaotic heap of 
bags and luggage, women, old 
people, children were squashed 
together, some sitting, others 
lying, some in a daze, some 
sleeping, a few eating, many 
famished. There were Parisians 
and people from the suburbs, 
who’d been camping in the station 
for days; people from the north of 
France, from Belgium, from the 
Meuse department in 
northeastern France, and from 
Luxembourg, who had stopped in 
Paris believing that their exodus 
was over. They were there 
watching out anxiously for the 
arrival of a train, but when one 
did arrive they found they no 
longer had the strength to fight 
their way on to it.’



‘I am the prisoner of a road I have not chosen’: Leo Werth
The roads soon became clogged and it was increasingly difficult to find petrol.

Werth complained that on the first day his car was swept into a ‘caravan’ that crawled along at 5-10 
km per hour; it was impossible to break out because the army had closed all other roads to all vehicles 

other than military traffic.  The next day it took him 15 hours to cover 16 km.   



New York Times, 4 June 1940

On 3 June 1940 the Luftwaffe 
sent 300 aircraft to bomb the 

Citroen and Renault factories in 
SW Paris; the air raid sirens 

sounded at 1.30 p.m. and during 
the 45-minute attack 254 people 

were killed.



German advance 4-12 June 1940



On 8 June all schools in Paris were closed



10 June: The French government left Paris for the Loire Valley



On 12 June all of Paris’s mainline stations were closed

Gare de l’Est, June 1940



‘To make Paris into a city of ruins will 
not affect the issue.’

Marshall Philippe Pétain

On 12 June the French government 
declared Paris an ‘Open City’ that would 

offer no resistance



 On 13 June the Wehrmacht agreed not to attack Paris provided:

• there was no resistance; 
• order was guaranteed both in the city and in the surrounding areas; 
• there was no destruction of bridges, public utilities, especially water and electricity, or of 

the broadcasting facilities; 
• Parisians stayed indoors for 48 hours after the Germans entered the city. 

If any resistance was offered it would be crushed by “the most rigorous means both on land 
and in the air.” 

The Paris police were to remain on duty and take responsibility for protecting property and 
preventing sabotage and looting.

At dawn on 14 June the Wehrmacht entered the city unopposed



2: The Fall of Paris



The Wehrmacht entered Paris from the NE and the NW

14 June 1940





The swastika was hoisted over the 
Eiffel Tower, but sabotage of the 
elevators meant that the soldier 
carrying it had to climb 1, 710 

steps to the top.



Tanks cordoned off the Hotel de Ville, and by mid-day the Wehrmacht had assumed control of the 
centre of the city.  The 7th Panzer Division marched down the Champs-Elysees.









‘The streets are utterly deserted, the shops closed, the shutters down tight over all the windows.  It 
was the emptiness that got you…  [Everyone] had fled…  

‘For the first time in my life no traffic tie-up here, no French cops shouting meaninglessly at cars 
hopelessly blocked.  The façade of the Opera House was hidden behind stacked sandbags.  The Café de 
la Paix seemed to be just reopening.  A lone garçon was bringing out some tables and chairs.  German 
soldiers stood on the terrace grabbing them…’

William Shirer, CBS reporter,17 June 1940

Shirer (R) and Ed 
Murrow in Paris



General von Bock’s proclamation  
17 June 1940: 

PEOPLE OF PARIS
 

The German troops have occupied Paris. 
The City is placed under military Government. 
The Military Governor of the Paris Region will 
take the necessary measures to ensure the 
security of the troops and the maintenance of 
order. 
The orders from the Military Authorities must 
be obeyed unconditionally. Avoid any hasty 
actions. 
Any act of sabotage, be it active or passive, will 
incur severe punishment. 
The City of Paris’s ability to take advantage of 
being an Open City depends on the prudence 
and sensible behaviour of its Population. 
The German Soldiers have received orders to 
respect the Population of Paris and their 
property, on condition that the Population 
remains calm. 
Everyone should remain in their home or 
workplace and resume their activities. 

This is the best way for each person to serve the 
City of Paris, its inhabitants and themselves.



Armistice, 22 June 1940







23 June 1940
Hitler’s Visit: 
‘Paris in Three Hours’





‘Performance was at the heart 
of Nazi self-projection, and it 
would be an essential part of 
the Occupation. So it made 
sense that the group’s first 
stop was at the Palais Garnier, 
site of the Opéra de Paris…’ 

Ronald Rosbottom, When Paris went 
dark

‘We drove through the extensive suburbs 
directly to the Opera, Charles Garnier’s 
great neo-baroque building… It was 
Hitler’s favourite and the first thing he 
wanted to see.’

Albert Speer



‘Wasn’t Paris beautiful? But 
Berlin must be made far 
more beautiful. In the past I 
often considered whether 
we would have to destroy 
Paris.... But when we are 
finished in Berlin, Paris will 
be only a shadow. So why 
should we destroy it?’  

Hitler to Speer  



Paris is dead – not a human soul to be seen.  The 
residential areas look like phantoms, as if they 
were separated from life.’
Arnold Breker [23 June 1940] who accompanied Hitler on his tour 

of Paris and acted as his guide



3: Occupation and ‘the right to the city’



‘“They knew where everything was” 
was a sentence repeated by the 

stunned Parisian spectator. Their 
assumption of the spaces of the city 

was breathtaking.’ 



Occupied Paris as object-space

‘Even before the Occupation [German] spies had long been at work in Paris, and Berlin had 
been studying the public records of the city of Paris’s architectural office for months in 
advance. They knew who lived in which apartment houses, which buildings were publicly 

owned, and which were private. They knew the location of every bank, art gallery, record-
keeping depot, insurance company, and warehouse. They had studied blueprints and site 

drawings so they knew which buildings had multiple entrances. They knew the sewer system 
and the [Métro] and even understood the labyrinthine nature of Paris’s mined-out limestone 
quarries. They knew the specialties and locations of all major hospitals and clinics. They had 
learned which lycées and schools had extensive playing fields. They had a list of all of the 

bordellos of Paris and had already selected those that would be reserved for their own men. 
They had decided which restaurants and which cinemas would be open only to German 

authorities. They had the names of every wealthy Jewish family and which bank vaults 
contained their most valuable belongings. They knew which works of art had been removed 

from which museums and in most cases where those works had been taken. They knew of the 
census that the French had taken of foreign immigrants. They knew the numbers of rooms 

that each hotel contained. They knew the telephone and pneumatic-tube systems of the city. 
They knew who had telephones and where the switchboards were. They knew the intricacies 

of the river that passed through Paris, its docks and warehouses.’etro] 

Ronald Rosbottom, When Paris Went Dark





’An occupation is not defined 
[solely] as the imposition of a 
foreign authority over individuals. 
It is first and foremost the 
investment of a space, taking 
possession of a place, the 
affirmation of a presence by its 
signs and its symbols.’ 

Cédric Gruat, Hitler à Paris (2010) (trans. 
Ronald Rosbottom)





And by the removal of signs and 
symbols… 

Hitler personally ordered the destruction of 
the statue of General Charles Mangin (‘he 
regarded it as an insulting reminder of the 
French occupation of the Ruhr in the 1920s’).  
Other statues removed because they were 
displeasing to the Reich included: Nurse Edith 
Cavell (shot by the Germans in the First World 
War), Rouget de Lisle (composer of the 
Marseillaise), along with Hector Berlioz, Denis 
Diderot, Victor Hugo, Voltaire, William 
Shakespeare, Emile Zola and others.

All metal monuments and statues were 
removed and melted down for scrap.









Arc de Triomphe



“The horrible and hideous symbols of German domination made 
the city I loved hateful. They did not float over the housetops and 

towers … but hung in the direct line of vision, suspended like 
huge carpets waiting to be beaten.” 

American observer



‘The very term occupation connotes “taking a place,” and the most 
compelling stories of this period concern how “places”– apartments, 

shops, subway trains, bookstores, buses, parks, cafés, streets and 
sidewalks, restaurants, cabarets, even brothels – were taken over by 

foreign soldiers and bureaucrats as well as by smug French 
collaborators.’

Ronald Rosbottom, When Paris went dark



German soldiers on the Métro



Taking the streets of Paris





Kommandantur, Place de l’Opéra



‘Germany is winning…

…on all fronts’





Three weeks into the Occupation 
the Berlin Philharmonic gave two 

concerts in Paris. 

The cultural campaign continued 
throughout the Occupation: in 
1943 the Berlin Philharmonic 
performed again at the Opéra 

and all nine of Beethoven’s 
symphonies were performed at 

the Palais de Chaillot. 

In June 1944, as the Allied armies 
swept westward, the propaganda 
department announced another 

ambitious programme of  
concerts.







By late summer 1940 the Wehrmacht had established a special tourism unit 
(Abteilung Ic, Besichtigungen: Unit Ic, Visits) to organise military tourism. 

Around 2,900 German soldiers and civilian officials signed up for group tours of 
Paris (which lasted from 1100 to 1900) each day between early October and 
late December 1940, and by May one million Germans had been escorted 
through Paris in this way.  

Each group of 100 or more was accompanied by a German guide, and was 
expected to maintain military discipline to avoid ‘harmful influences’ and to 
patronise designated German-only restaurants. 

Bertram Gordon, ‘Warfare and tourism: Paris in World War II’, Annals of Tourism Research 25 (1998) 616-38



Souvenirs of 
Paris…

and sketches of 
the Occupation





Julia S Torrie, ’Our rear area probably 
lived too well’: tourism and the German 

occupation of France, 1940-1944’, 
Journal of Tourism History 3 (2011) 

309-30

The German conceit was that a 
pre-war, non-militarised Paris 

– a city of pleasure, 
entertainment and enjoyment 
– was still there under the city 
of occupation, regulation and 

restriction



‘The German military and occupying forces in France in1940-4 saw Paris  
as much more than a conquered capital; Paris was an experience….’ 

But it was also to be shared by troops from elsewhere in the 
Reich:

 ‘Paris was an escape… “Paris was the sparkling city between the war fronts, 
between the Atlantic Ocean front and the bombing front, Germany” [Günter 
Buchheim, a German naval officer]… 

Melanie Gordon Krob, ‘Paris through enemy eyes: the Wehrmacht in Paris 1940-44’, 
Journal of European Studies 31 (2001) 3-28 

A culture of escape



‘… not only was Paris a vacation 
from the battles of war, it was also a 
vacation from the strict social and 
cultural rules of the Nazi regime…’







Deutscher Soldaten-Führer durch Paris (1940)











Ein Unterscharführer der Waffen-SS 
beim Lesen der Zeitung

Pariser Zeitung



‘… the only source of information for the French people and the German army of occupation in 
northern France… The interesting thing is the immense care that is taken to please the French 
people and to show that German and French culture are not only essentially 
harmonious, but are complementary to each other. "Collaboration" is the daily 
theme…
‘The suggestion is … that Paris, with its historical, cultural and entertainment value, is to become 
the chief centre of recreation and relaxation for the German overlords of the 
future…
‘The emphasis that is laid on the life of Paris during the period of military occupation is designed to 
show that French cultural life is flourishing as impressively as before the occupation…. 
‘The surprising feature of this German campaign is the persistent emphasis placed upon the future 
role of German-France as the holiday resort for the Nazi Herrenvolk, and the new attempt to win 
Paris by flattery instead of by repression.’

The Observer (London), 7 September 1941

Pariser Zeitung 

15 January 1941-24 August 1944

Published in German daily 
and in French weekly



‘Troops were instructed to observe a model 
behavior: “every single soldier” would be required 
to display “the sharpest discipline, exemplary 
conduct, and enthusiasm for the duties of security 
and occupation.”’

Allan Mitchell, Nazi Paris



‘Ideally, military authorities would have 
wished nothing better than a blanket policy 
of non-fraternization, but enforcement was 
impossible. Consequently, before long, the 
Occupation had created a maze of 
social restrictions and prohibitions—
in sum, an elaborate new public 
etiquette. There would be no swimming in 
the Seine, no dancing in public, no singing in 
the streets, no horse riding in the Bois de 
Boulogne (to avoid “grotesque scenes” 
there by the untutored), no purchases of 
pornography, and certainly no association 
with “black and Jewish women”.’ 

Allan Mitchell, Nazi Paris 



‘Military personnel stationed in 
Paris were … urged to spend 
their time at Soldatenheime, in 
effect, army clubhouses where 
they could find newspapers, 
snacks, and parlor games to play.’  







40 brothels were 
requisitioned for the 

exclusive use of German 
soldiers.



See Paul Sunders, Economic draining – German 
black market operations in France, 1940–1944’, 

Global Crime 9 (2008) 136-168



At the height of the Occupation there were c. 20,000 German personnel in 
the city – including troops, Gestapo, civil servants, clerks and secretaries

German secretaries or Helferin (‘grey mice’) in Paris



4: Everyday life in the City without a Face



‘This sight of the Occupier living and 
working in their city, rather than the 
much rarer scenes of force, continuously 
disturbed the Parisians. Appropriators of 
familiar spaces, the Germans made the 
City of Light unheimlich (uncanny) for its 
longtime residents. There was no 
“ordinary,” and as a consequence the 
Parisian had to take unfamiliar measures 
to deflect a regular interruption of daily 
routines and expectations. Many 
observers of this period – both French 
and German – remark that Parisians 
soon assumed a sort of blindness toward 
the innumerable uniformed men in their 
midst. Here begins the myth of Paris sans 
regard, the Stadt ohne Blick – the city 
without a face…’ 

Ronald Rosbottom, When Paris went dark

‘The City Without A Face’

‘One thing that is striking: the 
Parisians are in close contact 

with Germans without 
looking at them.’

Bernard Pierquin, August 1940



‘The Parisian now knows the 
condition of being “occupied” in a 
city that does not belong to him 
anymore and that offers him the 

schizophrenic image of an 
environment suddenly foreign to his 
gaze. Constraints and humiliations, 

restrictions and punishments 
accompany this disorientation and 

the upending of daily routine.’ 

Jean-Paul Cointet



‘Food is power’: Ernst Junger





‘Food was so scarce that people 
started queuing outside shops as 
early as they could; some 
concierges rented out their cellars 
to people who wanted to be 
outside the shops the moment the 
curfew ended at 5 a.m.’





Rations, coupons and shortages







‘Life is hard. Everyone grows 
thinner. A kilo of butter costs 
one thousand francs. A kilo of 
peas forty-five francs. A kilo of 
potatoes forty francs. Still we 

must find them.’ 
August 1944

‘I have no taste for noting down the 
little horrors we suffer here. What’s 

the point: we’re in a state of 
numbness. … People are hungry.  
Little Jojo in the house next door 
found a job and is quite proud of 

earning 8 francs 24 an hour; but his 
eyes are all sunken; they put him at a 
lathe and he eats too little to sustain 

himself.’
October 1941

JEAN GUÉHENNO



George Mazeau’s letters from Paris to Gaston Grenouilleau
his country cousin at Concourson-sur-Layon near Saumur

‘We are hungry, my children, grandchildren, my wife and me.  I never thought that at the age 
of 66 I could write that, but there it is.  The food supply in Paris is absolutely 
inadequate, and many are undernourished.’

3 January 1941

‘Soon we will become vegetarians out of necessity, and perhaps even have to do without 
bread.  The women in particular spend half their time queuing for one thing or another.’

10 April 1941

‘I should have stayed at Concourson, instead of coming to Paris when I was 15 months old.  
Perhaps I would have some fields and some vines too.’

18 August 1941

‘The most important thing in the world is to eat.  We are almost reduced to the level of 
beasts.’ 

Spring 1942

Grenouilleau supplied the Mazeau family with lamb, poultry, beans, and 
other vegetables, even wine, throughout the war: yet by spring 1943 Mazeau 

wrote that they were becoming ‘skeletons’…

Source: Robert Gildea, Marianne in Chains



‘The black market was not a single market but a 
system of concentric circles.  The wider and more 
impersonal the market, the more exploitative it was likely 
to be.  The widest circle involved selling to distant clients in 
Paris or other large towns.  The Graeve family of Chinon 
operated a large-scale racket buying Touraine wines for 
60-80 francs a litre and selling it to the capital for up to 
500 francs…

The narrowest circle, like that of Georges Mazeaud and 
Gaston Grenouilleau, was purely familial.  Working people 
living  in large cities suddenly discovered or rediscovered 
lost country cousins who, previously forgotten and even 
despised, now became of the greatest value.  Sending food 
parcels from the country was often no more than gift-
giving or a barter system [le troc] [in which] 
money scarcely came into it except as a tally of debt and 
credit…
…
In between these two circles was an intermediate one [the 
‘grey market’] which included friends, neighbours and 
clients … but set a fair price which offered a privileged 
supply to the customer and a decent return for the 
supplier.’

Robert Gildea, Marianne in Chains



Official Black market

Beef (kg) 72 150-250

Milk (lt) 4.60 12-30

Butter (kg) 78 450-600

Potatoes (kg) 3.00-5.70 22-30

Egg 3.6 8-10

Oil (lt) 50 1000

Coal (50kg) 46 500-1300

Prices, April 1944

Black Market



Scavenging among the garbage



Scavenging for food, Les Halles, 1940



Queuing for ration cards, Mairie, XVIIIe arrondissement 

It was even necessary 
to queue for ration 
cards…



‘Ration cards were introduced on 23 
September 1940, and individuals were 
required to register with particular shops… (the 
shop [LEFT] is taking registrations for potatoes and 
sugar).’

‘The cards consisted of a complicated series of 
tickets to be exchanged for goods daily (bread, 
milk), weekly (meat, cheese) or monthly (sugar, 
pasta)…
The first item to be officially rationed was sugar, 
which was limited to 500g per person per month 
from August 1940 (so before the introduction of 
ration cards). September and October added to the 
list bread, meat, coffee, milk, eggs, 
cheese, butter, and other fats and oils. 
Restrictions were further extended in December to 
include flour, biscuits, pasta, rice and 
pulses. By autumn 1941, practically all 
foodstuffs were rationed, as were clothes, 
shoes, soap, tobacco and many other 
products. Rations were progressively reduced 
over the course of the Occupation. 

Ration cards



Daily 
allowance 
included:



‘The German Occupation authorities set French rations 
at starvation levels…’ 

‘France suffered more than any other nation in Western Europe under 
Nazi Occupation in terms of food rations … League of Nations figures on the 
average calorific value of normal adult rations show that French rations offered less 
nourishment than those in any other Western country, averaging 1180 
calories per day over the period 1941–44, compared with 1400 calories per day in 
Belgium, 1800 per day in the Netherlands, and over 1900 per day in Germany.  Italy was 
worse off, even as a German ally until September 1943, as was most of eastern Europe under 
the German Occupation…. 

‘In France, the physical impact of malnutrition was clear in the increased incidence of 
TB and diphtheria, increased mortality rates for infants and the aged, anaemia and vitamin 
deficiencies, weight loss and stunted growth for children and adolescents.’

Kenneth Mouré, ‘Food rationing and the Black Market in France, 1940-44’, 
French History 24 (2) (2010)



‘The German authorities consistently opposed raising prices, increasing 
rations or reducing requisitions. Their interests lay in what they could 
extract from France, not in how well the rationing system served French 
needs. 

German officials in Paris did, however, realize there were limits to how much they could 
squeeze the French populace without facing repercussions. When the German food supply 
faced critical shortages in the spring of 1942 and France was seen as key to increasing food for 
Germany, military authorities in Paris protested against Berlin’s demands for increased food 
requisitions. The authorities in Berlin were unsympathetic. Failures could easily be 
blamed on French authorities, who bore responsibility without sufficient 
power to deal with the underlying problems.’



German imports (red) and exports (blue) from occupied Europe, 1939-1944 
(thousands of tons)

Corn Meat



‘We have the tickets but they don’t permit one to obtain anything.  
The shops are empty.’

Jean Guéhenno, 3 January 1941



In the first week of the Occupation a 2100 (9 p.m.) curfew was imposed, but this was 
extended to 2300 in July and in November to midnight, ‘as a reward for the peaceful and 
understanding attitude adopted by the Parisian population.’   The curfew lasted until 0500.

Mass arrests of Communists in summer 1941 saw this brought forward temporarily to 2000; 
later it was relaxed again and 71 specified restaurants patronised by German officers were 
permitted to remain open until 0100 and 21 nightclubs until 0500.

Control of time



Rue de Rivoli closed to 
military and civilian 

vehicles, 1940

‘The Occupation 
authorities’ intention 
– though often 
haphazardly 
implemented – was 
to reduce spatial 
freedom. An 
occupying force 
cannot allow the free 
use of public spaces, 
and it makes every 
effort to restrict the 
liberties one expects 
in private spaces.’ 

Ronald Rosbottom

Control of space



Controlled circulation

Identity cards had to be shown on 
demand; anyone travelling in 
restricted areas or after the curfew 
required an Ausweis



Driver inspected by the Feldgendarmerie. Paris, 1941

‘Only 7,000 cars were 
actually licensed in Paris.  A 
vigilant Feldgendarmerie 
checked all traffic and 
permits; on Sundays only 
Germans were allowed to 
drive at all.’

Alistair Horne, Seven ages of Paris



‘Mounted behind vehicles or towed on 
trailers, the wood-fuelled gazogène 
produced a weak, combustible gas that 
allowed a car or truck with an adapted 
carburettor to travel at medium speed on 
the flat and pant its way up any incline.’  

Douglas Boyd, Voices from the Dark Years

Gazogène



250,000 vélo-taxis were in use by the end of 1940





Identity card check at Gare de Lyon before travelling across 
the demarcation line into the Unoccupied Zone (Vichy)



‘This area in and around Paris contained an 
estimated population of 6,785,000…  At the 
same time, the manpower of the German 
police force in all of France probably 
exceeded no more than 3,000 and was 
never to become far more numerous. It was 
therefore imperative for the Occupation to 
gain the cooperation of [local] police units 
that were coherent and strong enough to 
maintain control of the streets of Paris and 
yet were insufficient to become a focus of 
armed opposition to the German military 
forces stationed there.’

Allan Mitchell, Nazi Paris: The history of an 
occupation





Resistance



‘One of the ironies is that an occupied city brings its citizens closer together physically 
– in lines, in movie houses, in cafés for warmth, in smaller living spaces, in crowded 
buses and trains – but separates them emotionally and sentimentally. Suspicion 
becomes the norm; openness diminishes. Generosity turns to covetousness; racial and 
ethnic markers become clearer and thus more compelling…’ 

Robert Rosbottom, When Paris went dark



5: Paris’s Jews and the Nazi Genocide



27 September 1940 
All Jews were required to register with the police by 30 October and their identity cards 

were stamped in red with the word “Jew”;
All businesses owned by Jews had to display a yellow poster in the window declaring they 

were owned by Jews.







Several thousand Jewish men were ordered to report 
to their local police station at 7 a.m. on 14 May 1941; 
they were arrested, taken to the Gare d’Austerlitz and 
taken to internment camps south of Paris.  Almost all 
of the 3,700 were subsequently deported and murdered 
in Auschwitz.

On 21 August the Paris police force were ordered to round 
up male Jews between the ages of 18 and 50 from the 11e 

arrondissement; the round up was extended for another five 
days to include all male Jews between 14 and 72 until 4, 230 

were arrested and taken to Drancy.



Drancy



Drancy





Thousands of French police officers 
conducted the raids and round-ups because 
the Germans did not have enough troops 
and security police in Paris ‘to track and 
keep files on Jews, or plan and carry out 
raids, arrests and incarcerations.  Nor did 
they know as intimately the labyrinth that 

was the city of Paris.’ 



This viscerally anti-Semitic 
exhibition opened at the Palais 

Berlitz on 5 September 1941 and 
closed on 11 January 1942. 

It attracted 200,000 visitors: 
‘There were no known protests, 

criticism or demonstrations against it.’ 
(Alastair Horne, Seven Ages of Paris)



10 December 1941



7 June 1942 All Jews were required to wear a Yellow Star 
‘The star created a mobile ghetto, one where Jews were publicly 

identified for the first time’: Robert Rosbottom





8 July 1942 

‘The German military authorities signed a new 
directive: Jews were banned from all public 
places: restaurants, cafés, tea rooms, and bars; they 
were forbidden from entering theatres, cinemas, 
music halls and all other places of entertainment as 
well as museums, swimming pools, libraries, public 
exhibitions, châteaux and other historic sites, 
sporting events (either as spectators or 
participants), race courses, campsites, or parks.  
Their home telephones had already been 
confiscated: now they were banned from using 
public telephones as well. Furthermore, they 
could go shopping only between 3 P.M. 
and 4 P.M., when, as the Germans well 
knew, almost everything would be sold 
out.’

David Drake, Paris at war, 1939-1944





16 July 1942



Armed police sealed off 
whole areas of the city, and 
starting at 4 a.m., 900 two- 
or three-person teams of 
French policemen arrested 
13,000 Jewish men, women 
and children. 

Single men and childless 
couples were sent straight 
to Drancy, which acted as a 
holding camp.  Three days, 
later, on 19 July, the first 
train of cattle-trucks packed 
with Jews left for 
Auschwitz.  





Those with children were driven at gunpoint in 
buses to the Vélodrome d’Hiver, which 

would eventually hold more than 8,000 people.

‘The conditions were appalling: the people held in 
the Vél’d’Hiv’ had only a dozen lavatories, and 

these soon became blocked and nobody came to 
mend them. The stench in the sweltering heat of 

the airless stadium was overwhelming: whole areas 
were awash with urine and excrement as people 

had no choice but to relieve themselves against the 
walls. There was nowhere for people to wash and 

nothing for them to wash with…

The thousands of Jews imprisoned in the Vél’d’Hiv’ 
were stuck there, terrified, for five long days. They 

were forbidden to receive any news, food, or 
clothing from the outside or to contact friends or 

family.’

They were then sent to internment 
camps south of Paris and from there 

deported to Auschwitz.

David Drake, Paris at war





“No washbasins or toilets; the 
water had been cut off and we 
had to go and fetch water in 

jugs to assuage people’s thirst.
… No food except soup sent in 
by the Red Cross, but nowhere 
near enough for everyone. A 

stifling, foul-smelling 
atmosphere; people having 
hysterics, people screaming, 

children crying, and even adults 
as well, whose physical or 

psychological resources were 
simply exhausted. Several crazy 

people were spreading panic. 
Everybody was crammed 

together, unable to stretch out; 
no mattresses, just piled up 

together.” 

Madam Matthey-Jonais 
French Red Cross 



The French police were not alone; 
the collaborationist press – 
staunchly anti-Semitic (above) – 
applauded the arrests and 
deportations.

An editorial in Au Pilori in 
November 1942  urged that ‘The 
Jewish question must be resolved 
immediately by the arrest and 
deportation of all Jews without 
exception.’

Le Matin 11 October 1940





Jewish children arrested and 
deported, July 1942-August 
1944



6: The Allied Offensive 
and the Liberation of Paris



Bombing Paris 
1940-1944

Boulogne-
Billancourt

La Chapelle



Allied bombing of the Renault factory, Boulogne-Billancourt, 3 March 1942
The factory was compelled to produce an estimated 18,000 trucks a week, plus tanks and aircraft 
engines, for the German war effort.  RAF Bomber Command despatched 235 aircraft (the largest 

number committed to a single target in the war thus far); first wave attacked at 2135 and second at 
2300, both at low altitude (300-1500 m); more than 400 tons of bombs were dropped (also a record)



11% of the surface 
area of the site was 
destroyed and 5 
months production 
was lost – but 200 
buildings were 
destroyed in the 
surrounding 
residential areas.



No alarm was sounded: 350-450 
people were killed, and more than 
1,000 injured (surpassing the total 
killed in any single raid on a German 
city thus far).



‘One might have 
expected the majority 

to react with 
disapproval to the 

bombings of 3 March, 
but it appears that it 
has attracted more 

people to the British 
cause than it has 

alienated.’
Préfet of Manche



21 April 1944  Porte La Chapelle
247 aircraft from RAF Bomber Command targeted the La Chapelle marshalling yards leading to the 
Gare du Nord with 1,265 tons of HE; many of the bombs missed their target: more than 600 people 

were killed in La Chapelle, Montmartre and surrounding districts

‘The night sky was lighted with flares and fires, and you 
could see as in broad daylight. I called our warehouse 
right away, but there was no dial tone. I immediately 
thought of the worst.  Thus, I woke up at 5am and 
boarded the first Métro carriage which stopped at Jules 
Joffrin station. From there I reached, running more or less, 
the warehouse. Everything was burning. The Porte de La 
Chapelle was particularly knocked down. All the houses 
have collapsed on the ground.  A bomb exploded over the 
Métro which is in shambles. From the Porte de La 
Chapelle to our warehouse [ca. 1 km], everything was 
flames and devastation. The bombing was very dense…

And voila. Here, air raid sirens after sirens, bombings 
after bombings. It's non-stop! Again this morning, you 
could see the flying fortresses quite distinctly in the sky.’ 



‘rails twisted like skis, locomotives 
thrown on top of each other in 

monstrous copulation…’ 
Alfred Fabre-Luce (1947)





‘I open the door onto the stairway and recoil in horror.  The staircase 
seems to be surrounded by flames.  It makes terrible cracking noises, 
it shakes with every explosion.  I daren’t go up the ten steps.  I go 
back to my shaking bed.  Normally a raid doesn’t last very long.  But 
the earth has been shaking for half an hour already; surely the 
nightmare must end soon…   The electricity goes off.  I light a candle.  
The bombing is still very intense.  An hour!  This torture has been 
going on for a whole hour!  Have they decided to destroy the whole 
of Paris?’ 

Berthe Auroy

‘Have they decided to destroy the whole of Paris?’



‘There was no time to find 
shelter.   We stayed in our 
fragile building with the 
windows open, and could do 
nothing but watch the show.  
Magnificent but frightening,.  
Man is incredibly powerful 
and stupid.’ 

Jean Guéhenno









‘Why should we care if Paris is destroyed?  
The Allies at this very moment are destroying 
cities all over Germany with their bombs.’

Adolf Hitler

‘Is Paris burning?’

Adolf Hitler to General Alfred Jodl, 
Chief of the General Staff, 25 August 1944







Free French soldiers, 
August 1944



Resistance fighters hanging Tricolour on captured German tank



French tanks on Blvd St Michel



French armoured column enters Paris 
24 August 1944



25 August 1944



Brimming with anger, a French man attacks a German soldier being marched through the streets of Paris following his capture by members of the 
French Resistance. After the entry of the French 2nd Armored Division of the Free French Forces and the U.S. Third Army (United States Army Central), 
numerous pockets of German snipers who refused to surrender had to be rooted out in street fighting. Paris, Île-de-France, France. 25 August 1944. 

Image taken by Robert Capa.



Throughout France, from 1943 to the 
beginning of 1946, about 20,000 

women of all ages and all professions 
who were accused of having 

collaborated with the occupying 
Germans had their heads shaved.

Collaboration and 
the gendered 

violence of liberation

‘a sad manifestation of the need of 
French men to reclaim the honour and 
virility lost on the battlefield in 1940, by 

degrading the bodies of women…’
Ben Shephard





Place de la Concorde
26 August 1944






